Fighting Crime with a Federal Gas Billy

One evening in October 1928, two salesmen for Pittsburgh-based Federal Laboratories stood outside a garage in Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania, along with local policemen. One salesman tossed a tear gas “bomb” into the garage, followed by a $20 bill, and shouted, “The money is for the man who can get it.” Officers charged into the building but the gas quickly drove most back out. Those who attempted to retrieve the cash “wept tears for about twenty minutes.”

It sounds like a prank, but salesmen for Federal Laboratories conducted similar demonstrations across the country in the 1920s. Artifacts in the Heinz History Center’s collection illustrate what they were selling: tear gas products, including guns disguised as policeman’s nightsticks. Called the “Federal Gas Billy,” such weapons were a response to the wave of crime and unrest fueled by Prohibition and radical politics in the 1920s. Aided by better cars and roads, criminals seemed to be everywhere. By January 1921, a former superintendent of the Pittsburgh Police urged the creation of a national detective agency to fight crime. In June 1921, a dramatic daylight hold-up on the North Side typified scenes repeated nationwide: three men jumped out of a car, grabbed a Boggs & Buhl bank deposit, and engaged in a running gun battle along Federal Street, killing one store employee and terrifying shoppers and pedestrians.

When a frightened public demanded action, companies such as Federal Laboratories began experimenting with a new crime prevention tool: tear gas. Introduced during World War I, tear gas was regarded as a “humane” weapon that incapacitated but did not kill. The Federal Gas Billy was one of multiple gas-delivery devices patented by workers of Federal Laboratories between 1922 and 1927. The company even developed a robbery prevention system disguised as light bulbs: once installed in a bank vault, the bulbs flooded the space with tear gas if triggered during a break-in. The company’s advertising for the gas billy shouted its goals: “A New Weapon that Gets Them All!” Federal Laboratories became one of the nation’s leading suppliers of gas weapons and other crime prevention products.
Inevitably, a preventive tool born from the horrors of war raised darker questions about the intersection of technological innovation, civic fear, and civil liberties. By 1937, Federal Laboratories was one of many American munitions companies being investigated by the U.S. Senate for selling weapons abroad and profiting from anti-union activities. Company officials never denied such charges, noting that it was standard practice to identify markets that needed their products. “We certainly are in one hell of a business when a fellow has to wish for troubles so as to make a living,” the company’s export manager reportedly once said. True enough.
The nightsticks at the History Center remind us that technological innovation sometimes emerges in moments of duress, and technology’s path is difficult to predict. As J. Robert Oppenheimer once said, “When you see something that is technologically sweet, you go ahead and do it and argue about what to do about it only after you have had your ... success.” It’s a lesson that certainly keeps repeating itself.
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